Example for Reporting a Posting as Fraudulent
There are several international scams that involve scraping information about properties for sale and
offering them for lease. Inquiries about these properties are answered with an email that uses a name of
or similar to the list agent, property owner, or sometimes even a former tenant.
Scammers have historically used Craigslist and rental sites to advertise such properties, but more often
we are seeing them use products such as Postlets, which allows you upload the information and have it
syndicated to many property sites, including Zillow and Trulia. All of these vendors are aware of such
scams, but are unable to tell if a post is legitimate or not unless it is reported to them.
Below is a step-by-step guide for reporting (please only flag listings you have personal knowledge of
being fraud):
1. A good tool is to use Google alerts for your property address and MLS# to alert you where your listing
is being displayed (requires a gmail account) or simple do an internet search.

2. Each display on any reputable site should clearly note the source of the information, for example, this
listing was sent to Trulia from the MLS syndication partner Point 2, so the listing shows it is provided by
the Listing Office via Point 2 and the agent name will be displayed below the company name:

3. Some Brokers and agents will upload directly to such sites and they will show as the source of the
info. If the agent uses a product that distributes or syndicates, it may replace legitimate syndication
postings. In the case of this fraudulent listing below (home was for sale but NOT available for rent), the
scammer used the product, Postlets:

Note that this site, Trulia, has a bold warning to consumers about such rental scams and how to report
using the “Report error” button.
The contact info for the listing used an “agent name” that does not exist and in this case was similar to
the homeowner’s name and the “listing website” goes to the Postlet’s
source site.

4. Use the reporting mechanism provided by the site to flag the listing choosing the appropriate selection
(suspected fraud being one of the choices):

In the case of the larger national sites, you should receive a response immediately assigning a case
number:

In this case, they investigated blocked this user and responded within 24 hrs:

5. I then went to the source site (in this case, Postlets was the site that sent to Trulia) – note they also
have a scam warning and easy reporting mechanism:

Postlets is owned by Zillow, so the response is from Zillow (their investigation took a little longer since
they were the source and closed the user’s account:

6. You may also choose to report the case to the FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center ( as they have an
ongoing investigation into such scams: www.ic3.gov

HOW TO REPORT A LEASE SCAM ON ONE OF YOUR LISTINGS
COMPANY
Zillow
Trulia
Craigs List

HotPads

Homes.com

CONTACT
listingsupport@zillow.com and/or flag the listing or zachc@zillow.com
azheng@trulia.com
Users may flag postings they believe to be in violation of
craigslist guidelines, by clicking on one of the flagging links at the
upper right corner of each posting:
miscategorized - wrong category/site, discusses another ad,
otherwise misplaced
prohibited - violates craigslist Terms of Use or other posted
guidelines
The fastest and easiest way to notify us about a suspicious
listing is to click the "Report Listing" icon, which is located in the
top right corner of every property listed on HotPads.

If the listing has not been removed within 24 hours and you are
still concerned, please email us directly with the full address of
the property: clientservices@hotpads.com
888-510-8795 – phone
858-535-9341 - Fax

